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Who we are
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The agency that connects, in both directions, 
the actors of change. A link for action between 
France, Europe, and the world: the choice of 
openness to the world (speech by the PR in 

Ouagadougou in Nov, 2017)

France’s bilateral development-policy platform. 
At the heart of  a genuinely solidarity-based 

investment policy. A new ambitious course set by 
the PR:  Achieve 0.55% of GNI earmarked for 

development by 2022

A tool for “a world in common”. Financing 
development means working to help all, to prevent 
crises and build shared prosperity. A strong track 

record in project’s financing in both public and 
private sectors, at a regional / local level 

3,600 projects supported

2,500 staff

80 nationalities

109 countries of operation

85 local offices 

AFD: A GLOBAL NETWORK FOR DEVELOPMENT

EUR 10,4bn - commitment (2017)
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Our climate strategy
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2007 – 2011 
Mainstream Climate
GHG accounting

2012 – 2016 
Climate & Development
Strategic Target (50%  
climate )

2017- 2022
100% Paris Agreement
Consistency of all 
operations with countries’ 
long term low carbon and 
resilient development
pathways

Evolution of AFD Strategic Positioning of climate change

Feb, 20th 2019
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Strategic objective 1 : 100% Paris agreement
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Governance

Clean energy

Sustainable 
cities

Financing 
for the 
private 
sector

Water & 
sanitation

Transport

Sustainable 
agriculture and food 

security

Environment 
and natural 
resources

Education and 
vocational 

training
Health

Demographic and social

Local and ecological

Towards a fairer world, via 
ambitious health and education 

policies

Towards a world of sustainable 
communities, by protecting 

natural resources and controlling 
urbanization

Energy
Towards sustainable energy, at 
an affordable price for everyone

Digital and technological

Political and civic

Towards technologies that benefit 
everyone

Towards shared prosperity in a 
safer world

Towards diversified economic 
models and financial systems

Economical and financial
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Strategic objective 2 : increase climate finance

By 2020: € 5 Bn /y of climate financing, including €1,5Bn for adaptation
o In 2017: € 4 Bn (€ 687 m in Asia), of which € 850 m in adaptation
o In 2018 (tbc): €4,7 Bn, of which €1,6 Bn in adaptation

50% of « climate projects »
o Objective on annual commitments since 2012 for operations in foreign 

countries (always reached)
o Extended to the whole group, ie including Proparco and French overseas 

territories

Yearly Climate Finance since 2013 in € Bn

2014

3,6

2015 2016 2017
Objectif 2020

4,0

2,92,92,4

5,0

2013 2018

4,7

Feb, 20th 2019
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Strategic objective 3 : Contribute to 
the redirection of financial flows

The example of AFD-GCF Programme
« Transforming Financial Systems for Climate 
(TFSC) »

Recent program approved by the GCF (Oct 
2018) 
Fully aligned with the priorities of our most 
recent corporate strategy (POS IV) :  100% Paris 
Agreement, Africa, non-sovereign, partnerships
Compliant with GCF’s expectations towards 
AFD: Africa, Adaptation, Leverage effect on 
the private sector.
Paradigm shift through the shifting of financial 
flows towards local finance institutions and 
project developers with so far limited access to 
climate finance 

Feb, 20th 2019
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Develop a new strategic approach to partnerships with the view to 
enhance AFD’s role, contribution and influence 

Strategic Objective 4: Co-construct solutions and 
standards

Feb, 20th 2019
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24 members

USD 4 trillion 
total assets

USD 850 
billion annual 
commitments  

Feb, 20th 2019
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CLIMATE ACTION WITHIN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Feb, 20th 2019
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Our tools to support this strategy
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CLIMATE FINANCE IN THE AFD’S ORGANIZATION
A cross-functional organization to deal with climate-related issues

Feb, 20th 2019
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CLIMATE FINANCE IN THE AFD’S PROCESSES
Climate-related issues within the project cycle

Feb, 20th 2019

1. Identification 
phase

2. Appraisal 
process

3. Formalization4. Monitoring 
process

5. Ex post 
evaluation

• E&S due diligences depending 
on the categorization before 

financing approval

• In line with local regulations 
and WB standards 

• E&S and climate  risk 
management process reducing

• Based on the evaluation of 
the ESMP implementation, 

and carbon impact 
indicators reviews 

• Complaint mechanism

• E&S clauses (compliance 
with regulation and 

standards, reporting, etc.)

• E&S commitment plan for A / 
B+ / B- projects

• Based on E&S reports / audits 
to ensure the effective 

implementation of the defined 
measures of the ESMP and to 
prevent any unforeseen event 

(accident, complaint, etc.)

• Systematic carbon footprint 
measurement of all projects 

• E&S categorization that reflects the 
level of risk based on the nature of the 

operation (A / B+ / B- / C)

• Exclusion list
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Compatibility criteria analysis (1/2)
Low carbon development compatibilty criteria

Alignement with low carbon policies in 
place

Consistency with Public policies, NDCs and major 
issues identified in country; neutral or  negative

Effects on public policies Reglementary , norms,  institutional measures ; 
neutral or  positive

Mobilisation of financial and private
actors

neutral or positive

Technical/sectoral virtuous knock-on or 
on the contrary lock-in effects

Vertuous knock-on or on the contrary lock_in effects;  
Positive, neutral or negative

Climate resilient compatibilty criteria
Impact on vulnerability Responses to vulnerability; lock_in effects; neutral or 

negative

Alignement with national adaptation 
policies

Positive, neutral or negative

Management of uncertainty Flexibility ? 
neutral or positive 

Transformational effect Strengthening of capacities: technical, institutional; 
planning and governance; 
neutral or positive

Feb, 20th 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manière pratique pour résumer notre démarche de ne pas nuireSi un seul négatif > ne passe pas
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Consistency of each Project is rated on a scale from -2 to +3

The analysis is informed by the country’s context.

https://www.afd.fr/en/sustainable-development-analysis

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

Compatible with ParisIncompatible

No 
Harm Positive contribution

Compatibility criteria analysis (2/2)

Feb, 20th 2019

https://www.afd.fr/en/sustainable-development-analysis
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Operational modalities for “100% Paris Agreement”

Country specific context analysis
(Climate perspective)
o ~100 analysis by 2019
o For project analysis and country 

strategies

Compatibility criteria
o Low carbon development

compatibility
o Climate resilient development

compatibility

Feb, 20th 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peut dépasser le pays (ex: mine de bauxite)ADB Climate change profile (ex. Pakistan)
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Ex-ante GHG impact assessment tool

• Systematic carbon footprint 
measurement of all projects directly 
financed by AFD
– « Climate » projects (emissions 

reductions)
– Emissive projects (> 10 ktCO2/year)
– Strongly emissive projects (> 1 

MtCO2/year)

• A carbon footprint tool for 27 pre-
defined types of projects

• A methodology for quantifying GHG 
emissions, in line with international 
standards

• Harmonization of carbon-foortprint 
measurement approaches with several 
other internatioanl donors (IFC, EBRD, 
IDB…) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vieux de plus de 10 ansExAct pour le secteur agricolePlus complètement en phase avec réalité du portefeuille et méthodo très conservatricesNouvelles méthodos s’imposent, parfois moins conservatrices car regarde des sujets qu’on n’avait pas traitéTransmission électrique, bâtiments, greenfield, Scope 3 nous interdit parfois certains projets et pas partagé par tous les bailleurs de manière systématique
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Project selectivity for mitigation

Category 1
(SSA, LDCs, priority and 
poor countries in crisis)

Category 2
(Middle Income Countries)

Category 3
(Countries with Green and 
Inclusive Growth mandate)

MITIGATION projets & 
projets with NEGLIGIBLE 
climate impact 
(between -
10kteqCO2/year
and 10kteqCO2/year)

EMISSIVE
project 
(between 
10teqCO2/year 
and 1MteqCO2/year)

HIGHLY EMISSIVE
projects 
(more than 
1MteqCO2/year)

Feb, 20th 2019
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What we have learned
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A few lessons after one year of practice of this new 
climate strategy

Paradigm Change?
o Beyond hitting targets (climate finance): Doing things right (100%) 

rather than doing the right things (50%)
o Acknowledge the uncertainty of a qualitative approach: GHG 

accounting is not the only criterion
o Merely asking the question brings new ideas
o Requires strong internal engagement 

A frontier topic
o Directly contributes to the thinking around « Alignment »
o The idea that we should avoid investing « against » the goals of the 

Paris agreement is getting traction

Feb, 20th 2019
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How we support our DFI partners
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CLIMATE FINANCE AND AFD (1/3): A BROAD RANGE OF 
INSTRUMENTS TAILORED TO OUR FI PARTNERS’ NEEDS

With regional / national public FIs With local / commercial FIs

A tailored approach for multi / regional / 
national public FIs
o Strong partnerships developed for decades in 

Asia, Latin America and Africa
o A peer-to-peer approach to contribute to the 

redirection of financial flows and learn
together

o Credit facilities with substantial amount and 
favorable terms and conditions to promote
investments in mitigation/adaptation projects

o Dedicated TA programs designed for adressing
our partners’ needs

o Strong interaction with peer learning initiatives 
(Mainstreaming Initiative’s members, IDFC 
working group on climate finance, etc.)

Sustainable Use of Natural 
Resources and Energy Finance
o Over 42 programs implemented 
o Some 50 local banking partners
o Over  €2,5bn of loans allocated 

by AFD (€1,2bn disbursed)

Agricultural and Rural Finance 
Financial 
o Financial services tailored to the 

specific features of rural activities
o Over  €0,8bn of loans allocated on 

52 projects with LFIs

Feb, 20th 2019
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CLIMATE FINANCE AND AFD (2/3): AN EXAMPLE OF 
PARTNERSHIP TO SHIFT INTO A GREEN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Feb, 20th 2019

1. Technical 
Assistance 
package

2. Dedicated line 
of credit 

3, Peer learning 
experience and 

global 
partnership 

AFD intends to build strategic partnerships with public development banks, with a partner-
oriented approach and dedicated financial tools to fit with partners expectations. Example: 
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CLIMATE FINANCE AND AFD (3/3): A SAMPLE OF SUCCESSFUL 
PARTNERSHIP CASES BETWEEN AFD AND DEVELOPMENT FIS

Areas for further work

Brazilian National Bank for Economic and 
Social Development (BNDES)
o Amount: €165M loan + TA component grant
o RE and EE promotion in line with public policies
o TA component to develop the expertise of both 

Brazilian and French FIs in the areas of green 
energy and energy management

Some examples of our current operations

Evaluation and 
capitalization
o With a focus on impacts 

regarding climate issues 

Supporting our partners in 
strengthen their climate 
finance strategy, their 
intervention capacities 
and their funding strategy
o TA programs 2.0
o Guarantees / insurance 

products
o IDFC climate finance facility
o Climate Bonds issuance
o GCF accreditation

Shaping together the 
future of climate finance 
o Cofinancing climate 

operations 
o Peer learning initiatives

West African Development Bank (WADB) 
o Amount: €75M loan + TA component grant
o Access to energy promotion in line with public 

policies in the West African Economic 
and Monetary Union

o WADB: triple accredition World Environmental 
Fund, Adaptation Fund, Green Climate Fund

SUNREF program in South Africa
o Amount: €120M + €60M loans + €0.7M TA grant
o Local FIs partners: Nedbank,, ABSA, Industrial

Development Corporation, Co-operative Bank
o 120 projets funded (EE + RE projects)
o -370 000 tons of CO2 / annum / -400 GWh / 

electricity consumption /  +60 MW RE capacity

Feb, 20th 2019
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@AFD_France
@Biddiscombe_L

Thank you!

Feb, 20th 2019
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